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About This Game

《Lonely》 is a puzzle-platformer game, which contains 20 game levels. Players in the game have the ability to control time
reversal. Players in the game should go back to the past, cooperate with themselves, and shuttle through parallel worlds in the

game, so as to cross the platform, across the abyss and solve the puzzle switch to move forward.
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This Game is one of my Best SP .Really fun Great Graphics ,RC vehicules are Really Awesome .It's a Well thinked Game on
many points. Damn, this was a well executed... experience. Think of it as a movie where you can place the camera exactly where
you want and rewind the time if you think you missed something. The developers have found a very sweet spot and hit it almost
perfectly. Voice acting is top notch. About the only thing I can complain about is that some graphics can be slightly clunky, but
that is of very little consequence when you compare it to the rest. Do I want more of this? Oh yes!. Why?

First It is looking like plants vs zombie but the game is too easy... +/- 60 levels where only a little difference between 3 levels...
You unlock picture of Shannon.... yes if you really love her maybe but this game is 0/10 for me....
But nice.... i earn nothing if i finish the game so... *uninstall*. It gets boring quickly and the gamepley is repetative , would not
recommand.. New tricks aren't that great. Only good ones are for skiis and you can't tweak them on skiis or snowboard. Also
adds an awful scanline filter and there's no way to turn it off without disabling the new tricks. If this was free it would've been
fine, but how dare they charge money for this trash.. The hardest part of this game ? Creating a character, all names have been
taken.. PCP fueled Drum and Bass rage simulator 2015

10\/I want to die. While I can see why the parts of the special edition were left out of the main film, they are still enjoyable to
watch for those interested.. This is a typical shovelware bundle game. Got it from the Yogscast bundle on Humble and as with
many of the other games in that bundle it's ok and not entirely without merit. But the step from "ok" to a remommendation is a
long one. It's pretty much a blatant Adventure Island clone (it goes so far as the first weapon you come across is a stone hammer
you throw in an arc...) with somewhat unresponsive controls and not that much value outside from trying to appeal to nostalgia.

The asking price is just way to much. If you get it during a steam sale at like 80% off or something and you really like
Adventrue Island, sure you will get a few hours of enjoyment out of it, otherwise don't bother.. Short, but beautiful. Certainly
my favorite way to experience balet. Maybe a little on the expensive side for what it is.

Be aware that if you have painted your wall bounderies near actual walls, this experience assumes you can reach into said wall.
Things you need to interact with are outside the bounderies. And no teleportation afaik.
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Terrible storytelling ✓
-Shallow characters ✓
-Awful pacing ✓
-Mindless fanservice ✓
-More plot holes than you can count ✓

Yup, must be a 07th Expansion novel.. It was worth what I paid. Not much more to say other than that.. An awesome game but
need more improvement in details. I think this is a very nice game which has a whole lot of potential. So here we go:

+ skill-based
+ everything is customizable (controls, GUI\/HUD, character, weapons, etc.)
+ nicely designed maps
+ many skills\/spells
+ low price for nice product

- only multiplayer
- outdated graphics (personally I think this doesn`t matter, been playing Mount and Blade for ages, one of my favorites)
- a bit more fps would be nice
- small community (this really is an issue)

BUT WE can actively increase the online community by sharing this nice game to others, I mean its 0,99, it runs on low PCs and
it`s really fun, what more do you want? We should give this game the chance it deserves.. It's good enough.

7ish out of 10. This game is interesting to play and look at, but it has some poignant shortcomings that make it frustrating to
play. I personally like the resemblance to early platformers (not surprised considering that this is an indie game). The levels and
characters are reminiscent to the likes of Crash Bandicoot, Spyro, and other cartoony adventure games from the past. If you are
interested in those kinds of games, you may want to try this one.

The Good:
+ Interesting concept
+ Cartoony graphics, nice special effects
+ Has a lot of variety
+ Inexpensive

The Bad:
- Hard to control characters
- Soundtrack doesn't fit the mood of the game
- Has several glitches
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